Simplifying Hybrid
IT Management
with the CGI Unify360TM Platform

A

s a key enabler of digital transformation, cloud
adoption continues to accelerate, leading to hybrid
environments that combine cloud and traditional IT
delivery models. These complex environments require a
holistic management strategy and solid
governance to minimize cost, risk and
sprawl, while maximizing security,
agility, efficiency and innovation to
drive value and speed-to-market.
Regardless of where your organization
is in its digital transformation, you can
benefit from CGI Unify360’s comprehensive approach to
hybrid IT adoption.
THE SOLUTION TO BETTER MANAGE IT ENVIRONMENTS
CGI has helped both government and commercial sectors gain greater
control of their hybrid IT environments. Our Unify360 Platform delivers a
proven methodology plus a powerful toolkit for on-premises environments,
cloud-based environments or both.

CGI UNIFY360 TM PLATFORM
KEY BENEFITS








The Unify360 Platform delivers tangible results including:


Future state IT portfolio planning and management



Governance and compliance of technical and business processes
in commercial cloud environments



Transition into steady state operational models



Visibility into security posture, cost savings and benefits of the
modernized IT portfolio through self-service operational and
financial dashboards



Optimization and continuous improvement of the operational
environment



Identification of new innovations and services to be implemented for
future digital transformation activities




Single platform for acquiring, operating,
securing and governing all elements of
the IT universe
Greater control over IT operational
spend
Enforced governance through
client-defined approval workflows
Improved oversight of hybrid IT
operations via real-time data on
portfolio performance, billing and
security compliance
Consolidated view into spend, service
availability and security posture
Automation and autonomic processes
to deliver at business speed
Open ecosystem adaptable to
client-specific requirements or existing
investments

“Regardless of where your
organization is in its digital
transformation, your
agency can benefit from
CGI Unify360’s
comprehensive approach
to hybrid IT adoption.”
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KEY COMPONENTS OF THE CGI UNIFY360 PLATFORM

UNIFY YOUR IT UNIVERSE

Key components of our state-of-the-art technology include:

UNIFIED HYBRID IT MANAGED SERVICES
Our state-of-the-art technology incorporates CGI’s mature and proven
managed security services for a turnkey hybrid IT management solution. At
CGI, we take the business of managed services seriously and offer a “bestfit” approach. We provide end-to-end services that monitor all aspects of
your infrastructure with a single system—the CGI Unify360 Hybrid IT
platform—to proactively identify areas for enhanced efficiency and deliver
expected results. Whether your organization needs a Help/Service Desk,
Managed Security Services (NOC/SOC), Multi-source Services integration
(MSI) or Hybrid Infrastructure services, CGI offers flexible managed
services for both on-premises and cloud-based infrastructure services.

SECURE, COMPREHENSIVE, PROVEN METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS
The CGI Unify360 Platform and applications were built to align with DoD
Cloud Computing Security Requirements (800-53 Rev 4, PCI-DSS, HIPAA,
ISO 270001, etc.) and secured according to the NIST/FISMA Baseline.
Certified for the highest-security workloads with the ability to support
systems with Impact Level 4/5 workloads in commercial cloud
environments. All processes are based on the Project Management
Institute's Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) as well as
industry best practices, including ITIL®, SEI-CMMI, COBIT and ISO 9001.
When combined with CGI’s Strategy and Transformation Consulting
Services, Unified Hybrid IT Managed Services and Hybrid Infrastructure
Services, we offer a complete end-to-end solution for Hybrid IT
environments.

The CGI Unify360 Hybrid IT Management
Framework provides a full portfolio of cloud
enablement and digital transformation
solutions including consulting,
transformation, managed and infrastructure
services, as well as a single management
platform for operations, brokerage,
governance and security. The framework
also helps facilitate DevOps and other
transformational practices.

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is the fifth largest
independent IT and business process
services firm in the world. With 73,000
professionals across the globe, CGI delivers
an end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, from
IT and business consulting to systems
integration, outsourcing services and
intellectual property solutions. CGI works
with clients through a local relationship
model complemented by a global delivery
network that helps clients digitally transform
their organizations and accelerate results.
Learn more at www.cgi.com.

For more information about CGI Unify360,
visit cgi.com/unify360 or email us at
unify360info@cgifederal.com
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